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Summary

Many wireless sensor networks must sustain long lifetimes on limited energy resources. Two major approaches,
transmission power control and sleep scheduling, have been proposed to reduce the radio power consumption in
the transmission state and the idle state, respectively. In this paper, we first review existing transmission power
control and sleep scheduling approaches and then describe a Unified Radio Power Management framework for the
design and implementation of holistic radio power management solutions in wireless sensor networks. It has two key
components: (1) a novel optimization approach called Minimum Power Configuration that minimizes the aggregate
radio power consumption of all ratio states and (2) a Unified Power Management Architecture (UPMA) that aims to
support the flexible cross-layer integration of different power management strategies. A novel feature of UPMA is
that it enables cross-layer coordination and joint optimization of different power management strategies that exist
at multiple network layers. Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Recent years have seen the deployments of wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) in a variety of applications
including habitat monitoring, border surveillance, and
structural monitoring. WSNs in these applications must
remain operational for long lifetimes on limited energy
resources. For instance, due to the high cost for em-
bedding sensors in bridges, a WSN deployed for struc-
tural health monitoring must continuously operate for
years to be economically feasible. While energy har-
vesting techniques (e.g., solar panels [1]) can provide
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additional energy at run time, the amount of energy
available remains scarce. Therefore, power manage-
ment is crucial for making WSNs viable in many real-
world applications.

Radio is a major source of energy consumption in
WSNs. Table I shows the power characteristics of two
representative radio interfaces widely used in exist-
ing wireless sensor platforms. Two observations can
be drawn from this table. First, the transmission power
consumption has a wide tunable range, which offers
opportunities for significant energy saving. Second, the
power consumption in sleep state is several orders of
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Table I. The power consumption of two radio platforms in wireless
sensor networks [2].

Platforms Transmission Reception/Idle Sleep
(mW) (mW) (µW)

Chipcon CC1000 19.8–80.1 22.2 0.6
Chipcon CC2420 25.5–52.2 59.1 60

magnitude lower than in other states. In accordance
with these observations, two major approaches have
been proposed to achieve power-efficient communica-
tion in WSNs. Transmission power control aims to re-
duce the overall transmission power of a network by
adjusting the transmission power at each node. Sleep
scheduling reduces the radio energy wasted in idle state
by turning off radios when not in use.

Although a multitude of power management strate-
gies have been developed for WSNs, WSNs still face
two important challenges in radio power management.
First, existing power management approaches aim at
reducing the power consumed in only one radio state.
As a result, they become ineffective under different
network conditions. Transmission power control only
reduces the transmission power, and hence is not
effective for applications where nodes do not transmit
frequently. Sleep scheduling, on the other hand, only
reduces the power consumption in the idle state,
and thus is not effective for heavy-load applications
where power consumption is dominated by packet
transmissions. Therefore, in order to improve the
lifetime of a WSN in different applications, both
transmission power control and sleep scheduling
must be employed in a coordinated fashion. However,
to achieve this, two important challenges must be
overcome. First, power management strategies are
commonly developed in isolation. Consequently,
when multiple power management strategies are used
simultaneously, their decisions may be contradictory.
Mechanisms for resolving such conflicting decisions
must be employed. Second, sleep scheduling policies
are commonly implemented as part of the medium
access control (MAC) layer, while transmission power
control policies are implemented at the network layer.
The effective coordination between the two strategies
is hindered by the strict layering of the network
stack and the monolithic implementations of each
layer. Therefore, a new architecture for the network
stack that allows for coordinating power management
strategies employed at different layers is necessary.

In this paper, we first provide a brief survey of ex-
isting transmission power control and sleep scheduling

schemes. We then present a unified approach to radio
power management, which aims to integrate the exist-
ing power management strategies. To this end, we first
describe a novel optimization approach called Mini-
mum Power Configuration (MPC). In contrast to the
existing power management algorithms that treat dif-
ferent radio states in isolation, MPC provides a unified
optimization approach that minimizes the total energy
consumption in all radio states based on network work-
loads. We then describe a Unified Power Management
Architecture (UPMA) for flexible integration of differ-
ent power management strategies. UPMA facilitates
cross-layer coordination of different power manage-
ment strategies and defines standardized interfaces be-
tween power management strategies and the rest of the
network protocol stack.

The rest of article is structured as follows. Sections
2 and 3 review existing transmission power control
and sleep scheduling approaches, respectively. We
then present the Minimum Power Configuration
(MPC) approach (Section 4) and the Unified Power
Management Architecture (Section 5). We conclude
the paper in Section 6.

2. Transmission Power Control

Transmission power control adjusts the radio transmis-
sion power in order to achieve lower power consump-
tion, while preserving certain network properties. Gen-
erally, these schemes reduce the power to the mini-
mum level required to achieve a “good” topology. The
characteristics that define a topology’s quality vary
from scheme to scheme; commonly targeted proper-
ties include bounds on the network connectivity, av-
erage node degree, and packet reception ratio (PRR).
Such schemes primarily achieve energy savings by di-
rectly reducing the cost of transmitting a packet over
the radio. Moreover, reducing the transmission power
lowers the number of packet retransmissions by reduc-
ing contention among nearby nodes.

Traditionally, transmission power control schemes
have assumed that each node has a circular radio range.
A comprehensive survey of such schemes can be found
in [3]. However, empirical studies have shown that the
circular radio model used by many of these schemes
is unrealistic [4]. First, lossy and asymmetric links are
prevalent in WSNs. Zhao et al. [4] reported that a third
of the links in a test-bed composed of 60 Mica motes ex-
perienced more than 30% packet loss even under light
workloads. Consequently, up to 80% of the total energy
consumption of the radio was attributed to packet loss
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[4]. Moreover, the wireless communication between
nodes in WSNs suffers from significant variations with
time and environments, and hence the packet reception
performance of links is stochastic in nature [5]. Hence-
forth, we focus on several representative transmission
power control schemes designed based on the realistic
properties of WSNs.

LMA and LMN [6] periodically adjust a node’s
transmission power to ensure the number of one-hop
and two-hop neighbors (respectively) fall within some
bounds. These algorithms have a very low memory
footprint and can react to dynamic changes in link
conditions. However, LMA and LMN may partition
the network into disconnected clusters, since they
do not consider global network connectivity when
selecting neighbors.

XTC [7] removes “bad” links from the network
graph G through a series of local decisions. A node
u establishes a local order ≺u over its one-hop neigh-
bors using some link quality metric. Nodes exchange
these orderings ≺ with their one-hop neighbors and
process these exchanged orderings in order to filter
out inefficient links. Specifically, a node u excludes
a neighbor v from its neighbor table if these two nodes
share a common neighbor w, and if the link from v to
w is of higher quality than the direct link from v to
u. The authors prove that XTC always preserves net-
work connectivity, and demonstrate that XTC signifi-
cantly reduces the average-case node degree in prac-
tice. They suggest that nodes order their neighbors
based on the minimum power level required to estab-
lish a connection, so that XTC will generate a topol-
ogy consisting mainly of low-power links. However,
the authors’ discussion focuses on the connectivity of
the produced topologies, and does not include experi-
mental data to show the overall effect of XTC on power
consumption.

ATPC [8] generates a runtime model that corre-
lates transmission power and link quality for each pair
of neighbors. Using this model, each node adjusts its
transmission power level on a per-packet basis in or-
der to achieve some bound on link quality. ATPC also
incorporates a closed feedback loop that dynamically
adjusts the link quality model as network conditions
change. Testbed experiments demonstrate that ATPC
consistently achieves high PRR and reduced trans-
mission power, even when subjected to environmental
changes. However, ATPC’s model is based in part on
extensive experimental data which must be collected
a priori for each location.

PCBL [9] collects link statistics for each one-hop
neighbor at each power level supported by the radio.

Transmission power is selected on a per-link basis, us-
ing the lowest power level that achieves some upper
bound on PRR whenever possible. Links which fall be-
low some lower bound on PRR at all power levels are
never used for transmissions. PCBL has been shown to
significantly reduce power consumption in a real WSN
testbed while still achieving good PRR. Because PCBL
creates a static neighbor table at each power level at
boot time, it has a high bootstrapping cost and limited
robustness in dynamic settings.

While ATPC and PCBL are designed to maintain
desired qualities for individual links, multi-hop WSNs
may require certain end-to-end quality of routes com-
prising multiple hops. CTC [10] aims to replace high-
power paths in multi-hop wireless sensor networks with
low-power alternatives. Nodes collect the minimum
transmission count for their neighbors at all power lev-
els and propagate this information among their two-hop
neighborhood. Each node independently replaces max-
power links with lower-power paths, subject to a user-
provided dilation of transmission count (DTC) bound.
For example, a max-power link (u, v) is replaced with
a lower-power path (u, w, v) only if �(u,w)+�(w,v)

�(u,v) ≤ t

for some DTC bound t, where �(x, y) is the expected
number of transmissions of the link from x to y. Each
node additionally simulates the execution of CTC on
its one-hop neighbors to ensure that path-replacement
decisions are consistent across the entire network. This
approach guarantees a lower bound on global link qual-
ity, even though CTC is entirely distributed. A disad-
vantage of CTC is that it incurs a high bootstrapping
cost as the PRR of links at different transmission power
levels need to be periodically collected.

3. Sleep Scheduling

As shown in Table I, the idle listening state of ra-
dio consumes a non-negligible amount of power com-
pared to the transmission state. Sleep scheduling aims
to reduce radio energy consumption by turning radios
off when not in use. There are two basic approaches,
namely duty-cycle and backbone based sleep schedul-
ing. A backbone-based scheme aims to reduce the spa-
tial density of active nodes while maintaining a de-
sirable network topology. A comprehensive survey on
existing backbone-based sleep scheduling schemes can
be found in [11]. In this section, we focus on the duty-
cycle-based sleep scheduling schemes.

Under duty-cycle sleep scheduling, nodes switch
their radios between an active state and sleep state to re-
duce the idle listening time. Nodes only communicate
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when in the active state. The duty cycles of different
nodes can be synchronous [12–14] or asynchronous
[15–18]. In synchronous duty cycling [12,19], nodes
agree on a schedule that specifies when radios are ac-
tive and asleep in a period. Such an approach is adopted
by several MAC protocols. A well-known example is
S-MAC [19]. To reduce the synchronization overhead,
S-MAC introduces a loose synchronization mechanism
called virtual clustering. Nodes with the same sched-
ule form a virtual cluster and the nodes that lie on the
border of two virtual clusters follow the schedules of
both clusters, which maintains connectivity across the
network. To reduce the energy consumed in overhear-
ing unnecessary traffic, S-MAC uses an in-channel sig-
naling mechanism that allows a node to turn off its
radio when it is not the receiver of the on-going traf-
fic. A drawback of the synchronous duty cycling is the
increased communication delay because packets can
only be transmitted when all nodes on the communi-
cation path are active. To achieve a better trade-off be-
tween power consumption and communication delay,
several adaptive listening mechanisms have been pro-
posed [14,19,20]. With this mechanism, a node remains
active even after its active interval in the sleep sched-
ule when it may be the current or next-hop receiver of
on-going packet transmissions.

Different from synchronous duty cycling in which
nodes maintain the same sleep schedule, asynchronous
duty cycling allows each node to have a different
sleep schedule. In B-MAC [16], nodes in the networks
schedule their duty cycles independently and employ
a preamble-based mechanism to synchronize the com-
munication between two nodes. If a node has data to
send, it first transmits a preamble composed of a reg-
ular bit pattern “010101 . . .”. To guarantee that the re-
ceiver will hear the preamble and turn on its radio for
incoming packets, the preamble must last longer than
the sleep period. Due to its on-demand wakeup mech-
anism, B-MAC incurs low overhead as nodes do not
need to periodically synchronize their sleep schedules.
However, the nodes within one hop from the sender
will be woken up by the preamble, which causes un-
necessary overhead. X-MAC [21] addresses this issue
by embedding the receiver’s address in the preamble.
Moreover, X-MAC reduces overhead of preamble by
transmitting a series of short preamble packets. The
receiver then responds immediately after hearing one
preamble packet, which shortens the length of pream-
ble as well as reduces the communication delay due to
sleep scheduling.

Time division multiple access (TDMA) is another
asynchronous duty cycling technique in which nodes

wake up at different scheduled time slots. In TDMA-
based protocols, nodes transmit only during their own
time slots, and hence can turn off their radios in other
time slots. Several different TDMA-based protocols
have been proposed for use in WSNs, such as TRAMA
[17], DRAND [22], and GTS portion of 802.15.4 [23].
One limitation of TDMA-based sleep scheduling pro-
tocols is that nodes’ schedules can be very sensitive
to changes in network traffic or network topology, and
all nodes sharing a schedule must remain synchronized
with one another.

Recently, several hybrid TDMA protocols, such as
SCP [24], Z-MAC [18], and Funneling MAC [25]
have been proposed. SCP combines scheduled con-
tention and channel polling by synchronizing the time
that nodes wake up to sample the radio channel.
This synchronization allows sender nodes to send
data with very short preambles. Z-MAC employs a
TDMA-style slot allocation for all nodes, but al-
lows nodes to contend for access to other nodes’
slots using channel polling. This approach combines
TDMA’s low channel contention with channel polling’s
high throughput. Finally, nodes equipped with Fun-
neling MAC contend for channel access in the ma-
jority of the network via CSMA/CA, while using
TDMA in regions close to sink nodes where nodes
experience high contention. Funneling MAC allevi-
ates contention in the most active areas of the network
without requiring other nodes to create and maintain
TDMA schedules.

Although duty cycling reduces the idle listening
power of radios, it introduces communication delay
because nodes can only transmit/receive packets when
they are active. A technique known as Wake-On-Radio
[26–28] has been proposed to address this issue. Specif-
ically, a second low-power radio is employed to listen
on the channel and wake up the primary radio to receive
incoming packets.

4. Minimum Power Configuration

In order to maximize the system life of a WSN, the en-
ergy consumption in all radio states must be minimized.
However, the existing approaches only optimize the en-
ergy consumption of a particular radio state resulting in
unnecessary power waste. Transmission power control
reduces the transmission energy of wireless nodes but
does not consider the idle energy. Sleep scheduling can
reduce the idle energy by scheduling idle nodes to sleep
but does not optimize the transmission energy. In this
section, we discuss a new approach called the Minimum
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Fig. 1. (a) Two communication paths from a to c: a → c
or a → b → c. (b) The power consumption of two different

paths versus the data rate.

Power Management [29,30] that minimizes the total
energy consumption of all radio states by integrating
transmission power control and sleep scheduling.

4.1. An Illustrative Example

We now illustrate the basic idea of our approach with
a simple example. Figure 1 shows three nodes a, b,
and c with the same bandwidth of B bps. a needs to
send data to c at the rate of R bps. There are two net-
work configurations to accomplish the communication
between a and c: (1) a communicates with c directly
using transmission range |ac| while b switches to sleep
or (2) a communicates with b using transmission range
|ab| and b relays the data from a to c using transmission
range |bc|. Minimizing the total energy of all nodes is
equivalent to minimizing the average power consump-
tion of the three nodes in all radio states. The average
power consumption of each node can be computed by
the following equation:

P =
∑

i={Idle,Tx,Rx,Sleep}
fraction of time in state i

×power in state i

We denote the average power consumption under the
two configurations as P1 and P2, respectively. P1 and
P2 can be computed as follows:

P1 = R

B
· Ptx(|ac|) + R

B
· Prx + 2

(
1 − R

B

)
·Pid + Ps

(1)

P2 = R

B
· (Ptx(|ab|) + Ptx(|bc|)) + 2R

B
· Prx

+
(

3 − 4R

B

)
· Pid (2)

where Ptx(d), Prx, Pid , and Ps represent the radio power
consumption in transmission (with a range of distance
d), reception, idle, and sleeping, respectively. Each
term in P1 or P2 is the product of power consump-
tion in a radio state and the fraction of time the radio
operates in that state. For example, in the first term of
P2, Ptx(|ab|) + Ptx(|bc|) is the transmission power of
nodes a and b, and R

B
is the fraction of time nodes a

and b operate in the transmission state. Similarly, the
second term of P2 represents the contribution of the
reception power of nodes b and c. In the third term
of P2, Pid is the idle power, and 3 − 4R

B
is the sum

of the fractions of time when nodes a, b, and c stay in
the idle state. Specifically, node a is idle 1 − R

B
of the

time because it becomes idle when not transmitting to
b, node b is idle 1 − 2R

B
of the time because it becomes

idle only when neither transmitting to c nor receiving
from a, and node c is idle 1 − R

B
of the time because it

becomes idle when not receiving4 from b.
For the given radio parameters and node locations, all

symbols except R are constant in the expressions of P1
and P2. We plot P1 and P2 in Figure 1 under a possible
setting of radio parameters and node locations. We can
see that P1 > P2 when the data rate exceeds a thresh-
old R0. To get a concrete estimation on R0, we now
apply the parameters of the CC1000 radio on Mica2
motes to the above example. For a 433 MHz CC1000
radio, the bandwidth is 38.4 kbps. There are a total
of 31 transmission power levels, each of which leads
to a different transmission range. Suppose Ptx(|ac|) is
equal to the maximum transmission power 80.1 mW.
Ptx(|ab|) and Ptx(|bc|) are equal to the medium trans-
mission power 24.6 mW. Pid , Prx, and Ps are 24 mW,
24 mW, and 6 µW, respectively. Using this informa-
tion, it can be calculated that relaying through node
b is more power efficient when the data rate is above
16.8 kbps.

This example illustrates the basic idea of MPC. (1)
When network workload is low, energy consumption
of a network is dominated by the idle state of the
radio. In such a case, scheduling nodes to sleep saves
the most energy. MPC therefore uses high power
communication links between nodes which allows any
nodes that would otherwise be used as relays to sleep.
(2) When network workload is high, the transmission
energy dominates the total energy consumption of a
network. Since transmission power increases quickly
with distance, MPC uses shorter communication
ranges and relays data through multiple nodes to
save energy. Figure 2 shows two different network
topologies configured by MPC for the high and low
workload scenarios, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Network topologies configured by MPC for high and low workload scenarios. (a) Data rates of sources are high. MPC
chooses six active nodes and uses low transmission range; (b) Data rates of sources are low. MPC chooses two active nodes and

uses high transmission range.

4.2. Minimum Power Configuration in
Data Collection

In this section, we discuss how to apply the idea of
MPC to reducing the energy consumption in data
collection, which is a fundamental communication
paradigm in WSNs. In data collection, a set of source
nodes periodically sample the environments and send
the data to the base station. The data rate of a source is
often determined by the type of the data it samples. For
example, sensor nodes in a typical habitat monitoring
application report temperature measurements of petrel
nests every 5–10 minutes in order to provide enough
data for studying petrels’ nesting behavior. Moreover,
different nodes may serve as source nodes when
triggered by the occurrence of interesting events.

We now describe an online algorithm called Incre-
mental Shortest-path Tree Heuristic (ISTH) [29] for
the minimum power configuration of data collection.
ISTH executes in an online fashion as a node may start
sending data to the base station at any time when trig-
gered by an event of interest. ISTH finds a route from
each source node to the base station and activates all
the nodes on the route. Other nodes are scheduled to
operate with low duty cycles. The choices of the active
nodes on the route and their transmission power are
jointly determined based on the data rate of the source.
As the low duty nodes sleep in most of time, we fo-
cus on reducing the total energy consumption of active
nodes.

As shown by the example in Section 4 (see (2)), the
average power consumption of a node u, P(u), in a

multi-hop path with data rate Ri can be computed as
follows:

P(u) = Ri

B
· (Ptx(u, v) + Prx) +

(
1 − 2Ri

B

)
· Pid

= Ri

B
· (Ptx(u, v) + Prx − 2Pid) + Pid

= Ri · Cu,v + Pid (3)

where node v is the next-hop node of u on the path
and Cu,v = (Ptx(u, v) + Prx − 2Pid)/B. From (3), we
can see that the average power of each active node is
equal to the sum of Pid and Cu,v for each unit of data
that flows through it. We now explain the basic idea of
ISTH; a detailed description can be found in [29]. For
each source with data rate ri, ISTH finds the shortest
route to the base station according to the following cost
metric:

c(u, v) =
{

Ri

B
· Cu,v + Pid u is sleeping

Ri

B
· Cu,v u is active

(4)

This cost metric is designed based on two principles:
(1) If a node is not on the route from any source to
the base station, the cost of including it on a new
route is Ri

B
· Cu,v + Pid . This cost accounts for the total

power consumption in all radio states as shown in (3).
Moreover, it allows for ISTH to choose power-efficient
routes adaptively according to the data rate. When ri is
high, transmission power dominates the total network
power consumption, and hence the routes that have a
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small number of high-power links are more expensive
under function (4). Consequently, ISTH chooses long
routes with more low-transmission power links. On the
other hand, when ri is low, idle listening power domi-
nates the total network power consumption. ISTH then
chooses long routes with more low-transmission links
to reduce the idle listening power. (2) If a node is al-
ready on a route from a source to the base station, the
cost of including it on a new route is Ri

B
· Cu,v, which

does not include the idle power Pid . This is because Pid

has been counted by the existing routes, as each node
only incurs one Pid (according to (3)) independent of
the amount of data that are transmitted through it.

To account for the additional energy cost of re-
transmissions caused by packet loss, the cost func-
tion defined in (3) can be revised as follows. Let
PRR(u, v, Ptx) represent the PRR when u communi-
cates with v using transmission power Ptx. Note that
PRR(u, v, Ptx) depends on the quality of both forward
and reverse links between u and v when an automatic
repeat request (ARQ) scheme is used. The expected
transmission power cost when u communicates with
v with Ptx on the lossy links can be estimated as
Ptx/PRR(u, v, Ptx).

Simulation results [29] show that MPC significantly
outperforms two other data collection approaches
named Minimum Transmission (MT) and Minimum
Transmission Power (MTP). MT is shown to be more
reliable than the hop-count based routing scheme when
given lossy networks [31]. A node in MT chooses
the next hop node with the minimum expected num-
ber of transmissions to the sink. A node in MTP
chooses the next hop node with minimum total ex-
pected transmission power to the sink. Except for
the consideration for unreliable links, MTP is simi-
lar to the minimum power routing schemes studied
in [32,33]. It is shown in [29] that MPC reduces the
network energy consumption of 30% over MTP and
26% over MT.

5. Unified Power Management
Architecture

The MPC approach discussed in Section 4 demon-
strates the significant advantage of integrating power
management strategies at different layers. However,
implementing integrated cross-layer power manage-
ment solutions is challenging on existing network plat-
forms, as the existing power management strategies
are usually tightly coupled with network protocols and
other system functionality. This monolithic approach

has led to standalone solutions that cannot be eas-
ily reused or extended to other applications or plat-
forms. Moreover, different power management strate-
gies make different and sometimes even conflicting as-
sumptions about the rest of the system with which they
need to interact. The lack of architectural support has
made it difficult to integrate existing power manage-
ment protocols within a diverse set of applications and
network platforms. We now present the Unified Power
Management Architecture (UPMA) [34], which sup-
ports flexible integration of power management strate-
gies in multiple layers.

5.1. Motivation for UPMA

Current power management strategies often adopt
monolithic implementations in which power manage-
ment is tightly coupled with a particular network
protocol stack. As a result, a system is often limited
to specific power management strategies that cannot
be easily extended or replaced. For example, sleep
scheduling is often implemented as part of MAC pro-
tocols, while power control is often integrated with
routing or topology maintenance protocols. Further-
more, many routing protocols use specific power con-
trol schemes to compute a set of routing metrics based
on transmission power. It would be more flexible to
separate the power control functionality from any spe-
cific routing protocols that implement them, and simply
provide an interface to fetch the values of any cost met-
rics. Higher level services like TinyDB [35] also em-
ploy multiple power management strategies that stretch
across multiple layers and are specifically designed to
work together. Although each of these monolithic ap-
proaches are often slightly more computationally effi-
cient, they have largely impeded the interoperability of
different power management protocols, and the overall
synergy between different research efforts.

While current research efforts mainly focus on the
use of a single power management protocol, a unified
architecture is needed to effectively compose differ-
ent protocols together to form a single coherent power
management solution. Each individual protocol may be
sub-optimal since it only reduces the energy consump-
tion in some subset of its radio states. Power control
only reduces the transmission power of nodes, while
sleep scheduling reduces the idle power. Furthermore,
some sleep scheduling protocols [36,37] have been
specifically designed for data collection applications
that impose periodic low network traffic, while back-
bone maintenance protocols are designed for applica-
tions (e.g., real-time detection and tracking) in which
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message delivery latency is extremely important. In
order to minimize the total energy consumption of a
network, application developers must effectively inte-
grate the use of different power management protocols
across different layers. The MPC approach shows that
the optimal integration of different power management
protocols requires careful cross-layer consideration of
the radio characteristics, routing choices, and network
workload imposed by the application. The existence of
a unified architecture within which these tasks could
be performed would be very beneficial.

5.2. The Design of UPMA

The UPMA is based on a set of architectural abstrac-
tions that are designed with the following principles
in mind. (1) They should support the development of
a multitude of different power management protocols,
each having their own independent implementations.
(2) They should contain a set of standardized inter-
faces between all power management protocols and
any other components in the system. (3) They should
allow components to be integrated into the architecture
that are capable of performing cross-layer coordina-
tion between power management protocols existing at
different layers.

As shown in Figure 3, the design of UPMA aims to
meet each of these requirements. (1) Power manage-
ment protocols exist as independent entities at both the
network layer as well as the data link layer. (2) Com-
munication takes place between these protocols and
other components in the system through a standard

set of interfaces. (3) Cross-layer coordination can be
achieved through the proper implementation of differ-
ent Power Coordination Tables and their corresponding
Power Coordinator component.

The standard set of interfaces encapsulate the re-
quirements of the representative power management
protocols. Sleep scheduling protocols need to be able
to (1) turn the radio on and off (PowerControl), (2)
perform clear channel assessment on the radio channel
(ChannelMonitor), and (3) set the preamble length of
an outgoing packet (PreambleLength). Power control
protocols need to (1) set the transmission power level
that a packet should be transmitted at (TxPower), and
(2) specify the routing cost for use by network proto-
cols existing in the system (Cost).

The Power Coordinator and its corresponding Power
Coordination Tables are configured differently based
on which power management protocols are being used
in the system. These components can be instanti-
ated as necessary to meet the power constraints of
any applications running on top of them. As a sim-
ple example, consider two applications specifying two
different duty cycles for a single underlying sleep
scheduling protocol. The Power Coordination Tables
store the on and off times required for each duty cy-
cle, and the Power Coordinator combines these val-
ues to produce a sleep schedule satisfying the on
time requirements of both. A comprehensive evalu-
ation of such a configuration has been performed in
[34], with results indicating that flexibility is indeed
increased without incurring a significant performance
penalty.

Fig. 3. The proposed Unified Radio Power Management Architecture.
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5.3. Proposed Implementation of MPC in
UPMA

We now briefly discuss how the MPC approach can
be implemented in UPMA. The implementation of
MPC can be broken down into two interleaving com-
ponents: a sleep scheduling component and a power-
aware routing component. When a node starts rout-
ing a data flow, the sleep scheduler stops duty-cycling
the node. This state transition triggers the power-
aware routing component to optimize the transmis-
sion power of the node and to assign the node a
lower routing cost. As a result, data tend to be routed
through only those nodes that are currently active, re-
sulting in less energy wasted by idle listening. Within
UPMA, MPC can be realized by creating appropri-
ate power control and sleep scheduling components,
and implementing a cross-layer optimization protocol
within the Power Coordinator component. Once the
node starts routing a data flow, the Power Coordina-
tor can modify the values in the Power Coordination
Tables to indicate that a node should always be pow-
ered on. At the same time, it can compute any new
routing costs based on this change and update this
value in the appropriate network protocol through a
standard interface.

5.4. Current Implementation of UPMA

We have implemented the following components of
UPMA in TinyOS 2.x, the second generation of the
widely adopted standard operating system for WSNs:
(1) the interfaces between the MAC layer and sleep
scheduling algorithms [34]; (2) the framework for in-
tegrating different sleep scheduling strategies [34]; (3)
a component-based MAC Layer Architecture (MLA)
architecture for implementing different power-efficient
MAC protocols [38]; (4) five different MAC pro-
tocols within MLA [38]. Microbenchmark results
[34] demonstrate that UPMA incurs a negligible de-
crease in performance when compared to existing
monolithic implementations of MAC layer power
management strategies. Several case studies show
that the power management requirements of mul-
tiple applications can be easily coordinated within
UPMA, sometimes even resulting in better power
savings than any one of them can achieve indi-
vidually. On-going work includes supporting upper
layer protocols such as topology control and cross-
layer coordination. More information about the UPMA
project can be found at http://www.cse.wustl.edu/∼lu/
upma.html.

6. Conclusion

Power management is a fundamental challenge in
WSNs. Previous work has focused on different strate-
gies for minimizing the power consumption in indi-
vidual ratio states. In this paper, we first review two
major power management approaches, transmission
power control and sleep scheduling. We then discuss
an emerging approach called unified radio power man-
agement composed of two key components. Minimum
Power Configuration (MPC) is a novel optimization ap-
proach that minimizes the total power consumption of
all ratio states by integrating transmission power con-
trol and sleep scheduling into a unified framework. The
transmission power choices and sleep scheduling deci-
sions of nodes are coordinated according to the current
network workload. The Unified Power Management
Architecture (UPMA) supports the flexible integration
of different power management strategies. A key fea-
ture of UPMA is that it enables cross-layer coordination
and joint optimization of different power management
strategies that exist at multiple network layers while
allowing them to have independent implementations.
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